PT 335SCC Multi
Visit www.graphicwhizard.com
for More Print Finishing Solutions!
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Electrical
Paper size
Paper Type
Margin Slit
Gu�er Slit
Linear Mul� Tool Op�ons
Interchangeable Crease/Perf Dies
Document Weight
Slit-Cut-Crease
Speed
Image Shi� Compensa�on
Image Shrink/Stretch Compensa�on

110-130V, 50/60 Hz, 15A
Min- 8.26”x 8.26”
Max- 13” x 25.6”
Non Coated, Coated, Laminated
Side trim 0.125” – 1.5”
Width 0.2”- 0.59” *larger gu�ers will output on the exit tray
Linear Strike perf op�on, up to 4
12 or 24 Tpi perf tools
Linear score or kiss cut tools
Crease die op�ons- .6mm, 1mm, 1.2mm, 1.4mm. Perf Die Op�ons- 12 or 24 Tpi
8 depth se�ngs controlled through the touch screen
150-350 gsm
Up to 6 slits, 32 cuts, 32 creases per sheet
25 sheets a minute (8.5” x 11” 2 cuts, 1 crease)
Both X and Y axis
Both X and Y axis
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Using the multi accessory output users can get more finishing options in one pass.
Strike perf capabilites mean the 335SCC Multi is capable of running partial
perforations in both directions. “Box” or “T” perfs for business reply cards or coupons.
Partial slits or perforations to adjoin cut and creased table tents without the need for
tape or glue. Use the rotary accessories for even more finishing variety: slit, score,
kiss-cut and perf.
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6 inch colour touchscreen with built-in job creation software. Program jobs with ease
and then save into a 64 job custom memory. 36 jobs are preloaded with factory
templates for the most common functions. Recall jobs, edit, and compensate for
shrink/stretch, image shift and varying run lengths through speed and batch
functions.
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The PT interchangeable crease/perf die sysetm makes for the fastest changeover
between crease and perf dies. Run your greeting cards with a professional crease to
prevent cracking and then quickly slide out the die and replace it with a perf die to
run off easy tear coupons for a demanding customer. The rubber crash pad perfing
system makes for an economical solution for partial perforating. Offer more to your
customers without breaking the bank to purchase costly accessories and upgrades.
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4 inch vaccum pile feeder for continous feeding without the need of operator
inetrvention. Load a job and walk away while the SCC does the work of multiple
finishers, all without an operator. Equipped with skew adjustment to compensate for
crooked images and a sheet seperator to prevent doubles before they make it to the
ultrasonic double sheet detector.
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The PT 335SCC Multi is a complete full-bleed finishing system desgined to fit the digital marketplace. Equipped
with interchangeable crease/perf dies the 335SCC can quickly switch over from professional quality creasing to
perforating. With strike perf capabilites the 335SCC can perform partial perforations in both directions for
“box” or “T” perfs. Simply load the 4” high capacity feeder and stand back while the 335SCC Multi creases/perfs,
cuts, and slits out your finished piece all in one pass. Built-in barcode technology and Registration mark
reading ensures an accurate trim and crease everytime. Eliminate touchpoints and operating time by
automating your recurring slit/ cut/ crease/ perf jobs.

Key Applications:
Brochures
4 or 6 panel

Greeting Cards
Post Cards

Table Tents

Tickets
Common Cut x18
Full Bleed x6

24-up
Business Cards
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Productivity and reliability comes standard in the 335SCC Multi. The barcode reading
feature allows users to print a barcode on their work to recall jobs automatically. Feed
the SCC with 2 digital presses without having to set up or interfere with current jobs
for a short run.
Registration mark reading compensates for digital image shift by reading the lead
and side edge of each sheet to ensure the most accurate cut, every time.
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6 Independent slitter assemblies offer variable cutting for full bleed and common cut
applications. Variable gutter and finished piece sizes conform to most traditional job
layouts without the need to change impostion. Independent slit assemblies allow for
easy access for maintenance and replacement.

Coupons
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High capacity waste bin for off-cuts and storage shelves for additional parts and
accessories. There is no wasted space in the PT 335SCC Multi, providing users with
convenient storage to aid in ease of operation.

3 YEAR MECHANICAL AND ELECTRONIC PART WARRANTY
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